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Introduction
This document provides an overview of this Public Working Draft (PWD).  It describes the various materials included in the PWD by the Formula Working Group (FWG).  It also lists a series of issues about which the FWG hope to receive specific feedback to drive the next steps of the specification development process.
The PWD includes a significant number of documents covering:
	the requirements agreed by the FWG;

specifications for various components of the formula specification;
	normative schemas for the specifications; and
	examples showing usage of the specifications.

Requirements
The requirements agreed upon by the FWG are included in the PWD.
The requirements have been agreed by the FWG after a systematic review of the previous Candidate Recommendation Formula Requirements [CRFR].  Since the previous PWD, the requirements have been augmented with explanations of their motivation and with use cases.  Much of this new material has drawn on the previous Candidate Recommendation Formula Requirements [CRFR].
Specifications
The formula specification has been modularised, resulting in a large number of relatively simple specification documents.
These documents depend on each other.  Indentations in the list of specifications below reflect the dependencies.
The set of specifications include:
The generic link specification 
The formula specification
The variable specification
The general filter specification
The concept filter specification
The period filter specification
The entity filter specification
The unit filter specification
The value filter specification
The dimension filter specification
The tuple filter specification
The unit filter specification
The generic label specification
The generic reference specification
Being a PWD, these specifications are not stable.  In particular, many of the XBRL functions referred to by the filter specifications have not yet been defined in a function specification.
Also note that the specifications in this PWD do not address more specialised usage patterns for formulae.  Specialised usage patterns will be addressed in extension specifications after the formula specification has stabilised.  Among these usage patterns, priority will be given to XBRL instance validation, tuple creation, and formula chaining.
Schemas
A range of XML documents are also included in the PWD.  These can be found in the xml directory in the ZIP file containing the PWD.
The xml directory contains a directory called core_schemas.  This directory contains the schemas that support the specifications in the PWD.  Each specification names the schemas that support it.  The names of the files in the core_schemas directory correspond to these schema names.
These schemas can be used to validate the examples provided in the xml/examples directory.
Examples
A small number of examples are included in the xml/examples directory.  As the specifications stabilise, excerpts from these examples may be included in the specification texts.  Until then, these examples provide the only illustrations of how the specifications work together to support the declaration of XBRL formulae.
The examples and their supporting documentation can be reviewed using a web-browser with XSLT support by opening the index.xml file in the xml directory.
Conformance suite tests
If released as a candidate recommendation, a conformance suite will also be included.  Each test in the conformance suite will have its own directory under the xml/tests directory.  No conformance suite tests are included in this PWD.
Focus issues
By publishing this PWD, the FWG is seeking feedback from software vendors with an interest in implementing some or all aspects of the formula and related specifications.
Most importantly, feedback is being sought on the following issues:
	are the specifications straightforward to implement building on existing XBRL functionality?

are the specifications likely to result in formulae that will execute efficiently against large datasets?
will the specifications support an intuitive user interface?
More specific issues are raised in the following subsections.
Responses that are accompanied by explanations and use cases will be of particular value to the FWG when deciding how best to address the limitations of the current PWD.
Custom function signatures
The current PWD defines syntax for custom function signatures.  Custom function signatures have to be included in a formula link that uses custom functions in its XPath expressions.  A custom function signature documents a custom function, to some extent, but does not provide an implementation of the logic of the custom function.
See section 2.1.2 of the formula specification for further details.
	What kinds of uses would you have for custom function signatures?

How burdensome would validation of formulae against the custom function signature requirements be?
Implicit filtering
The variable specification now defines two kinds of filters for fact variables: explicit filters, each of which is declared with XML mark-up, and implicit filters, that are implied by the previously evaluated fact variable.
See section 3.1.2.2 of the variables specification.
	How clear are the rules for inference of implicit filters?

How easy would the implicit filtering mechanism be to implement?
Do you expect problems supporting implicit filters in a user interface?
Implied XPath expressions
Various strategies have been used throughout the specifications to define the XPath expressions that are implied by filters, in terms of the information content of the filters themselves.
	Do you expect any of those XPath expression definitions difficult to interpret or to incorporate into an implementation of a formula processor?

Explicit filters
A broad range of explicit filters have been defined to cover many aspects of XBRL facts.  Do you expect any of these filters to be:
	of limited value to formula authors;

excessively powerful;
confusing to users; or
redundant?
Are there explicit filtration rules that you think should be added to the existing filter specifications?
Normative schemas
Are the normative schemas going to support the kinds of optimisations that you expect will be necessary to drive efficient formula analysis and evaluation?
Should the common components of the syntax defined in the normative schemas be rationalised?
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